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his problem situation. in the essays collected in this volume, jaakko hintikka counteracts the difficulty which
this peculiarity ... a global history of doping in sport: drugs, nationalism ... - the philosopher ludwig
wittgenstein admonished his fellow philosophers, saying ‘don’t think, but look!’ 1 wittgenstein protested his
ﬁeld’s desire to overly theoritise in lieu of actually going out into the messy world and getting some mud on
their boots. 6 referências bibliográficas - puc-rio - 6 referências bibliográficas alcoforado, p. “introdução”.
in: alcoforado, p. (seleção, introdução, tradução e notas). lógica e filosofia da linguagem. god and some
fellows of trinity: ludwig wittgenstein - 1 october 25th, 2009 god and some fellows of trinity: ludwig
wittgenstein at a meeting of the moral sciences club in 1912, just a year after wittgenstein had library book
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